
2. remove cork at the indicated end

3. pull out the cotton cord

1. starting position

assembling the r16

(make sure your hands are clean and grease-free)



4. by pulling at the cotton cord, all parts 

are removed from the tube

5. have a napkin or piece of cloth ready



6. gently press trough the round hole

7. carefully pull out the strip



8. make sure to clean your hands after the last 

step, the laser cut sides do give off soot (roet)

9. clean the laser cut edges

10. soot will stain cardboard, 

make sure to remove all



12. leave the light in the fitting and push it 

14. bend the end of the wire

in after the wire

(on the side that says ‘design by ..’)

11. insert open end of the wire into the tube 



15. pull the wire all the way through to the 

15. skillfully push the bended end through 

wire through

16. gently pull and guide the entire 

the closest hole 

other end of the opening (with the led lamp 

attached)



17. push the wire through the two opposing 

holes 

18. again, pull it all the way through

19. push in a 5 cent coin to fix the lamp

(object is turned over here)

on the other side the hole for the coin in the 

fitting will be visible through the cardboard



on the other end the hole for the pencil 

will be visible (it might be slightly turned)

20. push in a pencil of your choice



22. push in the cord next to the coin

23. pull out at the open end an tie a knot

tached to the ceiling, with distance of 98 cm 

between them

21. at this point, the screw-eyes shoul be at-



24. after pulling the rope 

through both screw-eyes, push the end 

of the rope through the hole as shown here

25. bend the end of the rope

26. push the end back in the 

tube and through the last hole 

(this requires a bit of skill)



27. pull the rope to create the desired height, 

and pull it over the arrow indicated on the 

cardboard tube.

28. push in the excess rope, and push the cork 

in to fix the lamp at the desired height


